Introduction
Location-based services (LBSs) have emerged as one of the killer applications for mobile computing and wireless data services. While providing great market values to business applications, such services are also critical to public safety, transportation, emergency response, and disaster management. Only location without other context is meaningless. LBSs should be integrated with various contents or traditional services, such as multimedia and instant message service. Hence, this work considers a middleware architecture to bind traditional content and geographical information.
In this paper, we propose a middleware architecture to support LBSs in a large-scale environment. In such an en-vironment, because every localization system has its limitation, the existence of heterogeneous localization systems is necessary. However, the complexity caused by the discrepancy of different localization systems should be transparent to application developers. Hence, a GEOINFO gateway is designed to simplify the inquiry process of geographical information. Finally, we will use a GeoAds service, which is a streaming music service with geographical advertisement, to demonstrate the operations of the proposed architecture.
System Architecture
A middleware architecture which consists of five system components is shown in Fig. 1 . We consider an environment with heterogeneous communication infrastructure and localization systems. Each user equips with a mobile device which can be positioned. Our goal is to simplify the inquiry process of geographical information such that the deployment of LBSs can be effortless. For this purpose, the GEOINFO gateway is designed with two main features. First, it can accept remote procedure calls, named Terminal Location API, to support web services. Second, it can exchange well formulated XML messages with different location servers to acquire users' current locations. The function of each component will be explained in detail as follows.
Location Servers
To provide LBSs, many positioning technologies have been proposed. The Global Position System (GPS) is the most successful system so far, which is based on satellites to transmit signals to GPS receivers. However, in indoor environments, GPS cannot work properly because of buildings' sheltering effect. Hence, for indoor environments, many pattern-matching localization systems [1, 4] are proposed. Such systems utilize existing wireless infrastructure to support localization. First, the received signal strength patterns of a set of training locations are collected. When an object is to be positioned, its received pattern is compared against those of the training locations to determine the object's location.
For a larger sensing field with both indoor and outdoor environments (such as a wireless city), mixed types of localization systems are preferred. Hence, we integrate GPS and pattern-matching localization techniques. In an outdoor environment without coverage of wireless infrastructure, the geographical information is provided by the GPS location server. Otherwise, we will rely on wireless infrastructures (such as WiFi or WiMAX) and pattern-matching solutions.
GEOINFO Gateway
In order to facilitate the location-related inquiry process for various applications, we propose a GEOINFO Gateway based on two standard specifications. One is the Mobile Location Protocol (MLP) published by Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [5] . The other is Terminal Location API [7] which is one of Parlay X Web Services published by the Parlay Group [6] . Fig. 2 shows an example of the request and response messages of the basic Standard Location Immediate Service (SLIS). The Standard Location Immediate Request (SLIR) message is used to inquire the location of one or more mobile station identifiers (msid) within a set time. This message consists of a header part and a body part. In the header part, the requestor needs to explain its identity and password; in the body part, a list of msids is specified. An example is shown in Fig. 2(a) , in which three types of msids are used. The queried result will be returned by the Standard Location Immediate Answer (SLIA) message. The geographical information can be described by many shapes <?xml version="1.0" ?> <!DOCTYPE svc_init SYSTEM "MLP_SVC_INIT_310.DTD"> <svc_result ver="3.1.0"> <slia ver="3.0.0" > <pos> <msid type="OPE_ID" enc="ASC">001</msid> <pd> <time utc_off="+0800">20070418160012</time> <shape> <CircularArea srsName="www.epsg.org#4326"> <coord> <X>30 16 28.308N</X> <Y>45 15 33.444E</Y> </coord> <radius>15</radius> </CircularArea> </shape> </pd> </pos> <pos> <msid enc="ASC">002</msid> <pd> <time utc_off="+0800">20070418160123</time> <shape> <Point srsName="www.epsg.org#4326"> <coord> <X>78 12 34.308N</X> <Y>76 22 2.82E</Y> </coord> </Point> </shape> </pd> </pos> <pos> <msid>003</msid> <poserr> <result resid="10">QOP NOT ATTAINABLE</result> <time>20070418160234</time> </poserr> </pos> </slia> </svc_result> <?xml version="1.0" ?> <!DOCTYPE svc_init SYSTEM "MLP_SVC_INIT_310.DTD"> <svc_init ver="3.1.0"> <hdr ver="3.0.0"> <client> <id>geoads@hscc.csie.nctu.edu.tw</id> <pwd>ThisIsThePassword</pwd> </client> </hdr> <slir ver="3.0.0" res_type="SYNC"> <msids> <msid type="OPE_ID" enc="ASC">001</mid> <msid enc="ASC">002</mid> <msid>003</mid> </msids> </slir> </svc_init> Fig. 2(b) , the first msid 001 is described by a circular shape, the second msid 002 is represented by a point, and the geographical information of the final msid 003 is not available so an error code is returned.
Although OMA MLP is a powerful message exchanging protocol, it is tedious for an application developer to compose requests and to interpret replied responses. Hence, a simple and general application programming interface is desired. The Parlay Group defines a series of powerful but simple web services for telecommunication industry. Among these specifications, Terminal Location can support inquiry of geographical information in terms of longitude, latitude, and altitude. For example, application developers can invoke the operation getLocation() and then receive the LocationInfo data structure, which contains the queried user's coordinate and the accuracy of this location information. The gateway takes the advantages of web services and provides application developers with users' locations easily no matter which programming language they use.
Location-Based Service Platform
The location-based service platform is a portal which accepts user requests for LBSs. Its main function is to provide graphical user interface and render the information obtained 
3rd-party Content Providers
This component provides traditional content or services which are unaware of geographical information. For instance, to push guiding information to a user, the guiding service provider can ask the service platform to provide the next location of a user by the Location Predictor.
Clients
Users are expected to equip with mobile devices. The mobile devices are able to receive signal strengths from access points (APs) and have GPS receivers. Upon the Windows XP platform, we adopt the Wireless Research Application Programming Interface (WRAPI) [2] to collect signal strengths from nearby APs. The observed samples are transferred to the WLSN location server through 802.11 wireless networks. In an open space where satellites' signals can be received, the coordinates will be periodically reported to the GPS location server.
Demonstration
To demonstrate how the proposed middleware architecture works, we present the GeoAds service. GeoAds combines a streaming music service with the concept of geographical advertisement. Users can order their favorite songs through mobile devices. Between two songs, the system will push some location-related advertisements to the users.
Streaming is a technique that lets users continuously receive multimedia data. It needs buffering latency ∆B. Hence, we need to decide the next clip (song or advertisement) before the end of the current one. Initially, users need to login their accounts and select their preferred song lists. There is a scheduler in the 3-rd party content provider which is responsible for notifying the streaming server the next suitable clip to be played. Fig. 3(a) shows a scenario where a user is at location t at time t and moves to t+∆B at time t + ∆B. The scheduler's timeline of this scenario is presented in Fig. 3(b) . For each song, an AD_SELECT event is triggered by ∆B amount of time before the song ends. In this scenario, when the AD_SELECT event of the scheduler is triggered at time t, it will ask the service platform to get the user's location. Then, the service platform will retrieve the location by calling the procedure getLocation(). Furthermore, the scheduler will ask the service platform to predict that the user may move to location t+∆B at t + ∆B and check if there is any suitable advertisement for that location. In this example, the 3rd-party streaming server will play store X's advertisement after the current song. In our implementation, RealNetworks' Helix server is adopted as the streaming server [3] . We can use the command slta.bat 127.0.0.1 80 name password live.rm playlist to play the clips indicated in the playlist text file. After receiving the notification from the service platform, the streaming server can dynamically adjust the streaming content by modifying the playlist file. Fig. 3(c) is the flowchart of the GeoAds service.
